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Mozilla Launches Internet Mail and Communications Initiative
David Ascher joins Mozilla to lead new organization
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. - September 17, 2007 - Mozilla today announced a new
initiative to stimulate innovation in Internet mail and communications. Mozilla plans to
develop Internet communications software based on the Thunderbird product, code and
brand. The new initiative also aims to nurture a robust developer ecosystem in order to
drive improvements through open source and community innovation, in the tradition of the
Firefox web browser.
Dr. David Ascher, currently CTO and VP Engineering of ActiveState, will join Mozilla to
establish a new company focused on mail. Ascher has been an active member of the Mozilla
community since 2000, initially as the lead of Komodo, a Mozilla-based integrated development environment (IDE). He is an established leader in the open source community, including his role as a director of the Python Software Foundation.
Millions of people around the world rely on Thunderbird as their primary mail application.
Nothing will change for current Thunderbird users. Mozilla will continue to provide Thunderbird users with regular security and stability updates as it establishes its new initiative,
and remains committed to the needs of Thunderbird users.
About Mozilla
Mozilla is a global community dedicated to building free, open source products and technologies that improve the online experience for people everywhere. We work in the open with a
highly disciplined, transparent and cooperative development process, under the umbrella of
the non-profit Mozilla Foundation. As a wholly owned subsidiary, the Mozilla Corporation
organizes the development and marketing of Mozilla products. This unique structure has
enabled Mozilla to financially support and cultivate competitive, viable community innovation. For more information, visit www.mozilla.com.
For further information, please contact:
Mozilla Contact:
Jessica Waight
Tel: +1-415-345-4754
Email: jwaight@outcastpr.com

Here we
are today

BORING!
-Long list of releases
-CMS
-RSS
-Fixed size images
-No multimedia content

Where did we start ?

GOALS

-Migrate old posts
-Move to blogging
platform (Wordpress)
-Ability to add multimedia
-Easier to digest
-Easier social media
linkage
-Easy for writers

THEN?

RESEARCH

-Evaluate what’s out there
(.edu and .com)
*NY Times rocks
-Talked to writers a lot to see
there needs and problems with
the last system
-Solid layout (Concordia Minnehaha) lot of news themes
now
-Social Media Press Release
SMPR SMNR MNR

SMPR
The template

http://www.socialmediarelease.org/

MAKE THE NEWS SEXY

The SMR doesn’t replace the traditional release
The SMR template is just that – a template
Consider a hybrid traditional-SMR release
The tools surrounding it make it social
Let the conversation happen at corporate site
Consider a blog engine newsroom
Get them what they need quickly in short easy format
Gets your media more views via multiple mediums and sites

Thoughts
PLUMBING = RSS
What can I take from this

Source: Todd And

Writers

Put it in play see what works

Comments

Just the convincing, works great

Consistency

I’m anal so I have to baby sit

Getting multimedia

Writers don’t care, me to busy

Problems
AKA Writers :)

Measurement

Where
Locally - Newspaper, message boards, word of mouth, industry
journals
Tools
Pay VS Free
Here are a few:
PAY :( Vocus, CustomScoop, Trackur
FREE :) Google Alerts, Technorati,
Blog Pulse, Compete, del.icio.us

Great, any results?

Writers

I see a planned cycle of when they ask me certain things
Pushing / Getting dangerous

Video, Photo, Audio

Again my hardest part, will probably
need more staff (AKA Student worker)

Aggregate throughout site
I have all this great content, now
use it

Future
What next

Get a hold of me
Email:
mherzberger@gmail.com
Websites:
http://mattherzberger.com
http://bloghighed.org

Thank you

